Lost and Found In RMC Basement Rivals Dept. Store

By DOUG JOHNSON

Apparently unbeknownst to most Rice students, there is a warehouse on campus which rivals Montgomery-Ward in its quantity and diversity of goods—the lost and found in the RMC.

Over a period of years, the lost and found has been collecting various articles, until at present its store consists of:

Twenty slide rules; three dozen glasses, regular and sun glasses; one pair of pink panties; several checkbooks; a Bible; several sets of car keys;

A RENSSLAER Polytechnic Institute ring; one blue "baby-doll" pajama top; one T square; eight clipboards; fifty-six coats, jackets, sweaters; over 200 books; over 100 notebooks and binders;

Thirteen umbrellas; dozens of raincoats, caps, shoes, gloves, scarfs; one scrabble game; three purses; dozens of pens, triangles, etc.; and various and sundry other items.

THERE IS NO record of how long these goods have been in the lost and found, so they will remain there until they are claimed. The girl who "lost" her panties may retrieve them any day the RMC is open, if she dares.

If you’ve lost anything, from your Boy Scout knife to your copy of “Tropic of Cancer,” chances are you’ll find it in the lost and found.